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Motivate.
Repeat.

“Excellence is the result
of consistently putting
100% efforts at the right
time, not merely a rank
to be achieved at the
ﬁnal exam.”
~ Prof. R. D. Shukla

Be mentally and physically
prepared to excel.
IIT-JEE is undoubtedly the most challenging examination, with
the highest level of difficulty. The only way to successfully crack
this examination is to follow an effective study strategy and be
under the guidance of the right coaching institute that will train
you for this challenge.
Many parents and students approach IIT-JEE like
a sprint – a short quick race. They hear about the
challenges of clearing IIT-JEE, about the national
level competition, about limited seats and come
to us wanting to know the shortest route to
excellence.
As a teacher having coached thousands of
students to top scores at various competitive

entrances, let me inform you that the IIT-JEE is a
marathon. At Kalrashukla, as a leading coaching
institute for competitive entrances, we have
found that the true challenge lies not just in
achieving the top scores but more importantly, in
consistently doing what needs to be done when
you are on this journey.

Prof. R. D. Shukla,
Founder IIT Kalrashukla
Founder,
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About IIT Kalrashukla

I

IT Kalrashukla is a coaching institute dedicated to helping
young IIT aspirants to excel. We work with our students to
deliver top scores at IIT-JEE, and to help them move in the
direction of their dream careers.

We believe when students are preparing for
IIT-JEE, they must not be distracted by any
unrelated activities in their environment.
IIT Kalrashukla’s teaching and assessment
methods, committed teachers and a well planned
study program give our students the perfect
foundation for excellence at IIT-JEE.

This brochure outlines the various courses
offered for IIT-JEE appearing students at our
institute, with brief guidelines on what is required
of the students when he enrolls with us.

IIT-JEE Courses at a glance
Two Year IIT-JEE
Advanced course
for students moving
to Std. XI

This integrated program helps
students understand the scope
of the IIT-JEE exams, focus on
key subject concepts and build
on them extensively

Comprehensive, with topics discussed in
great detail in class, followed by
numerous problem solving sessions and
through assignments. It is the ideal
course for students looking to build
fundamentals and attempt the IIT-JEE for
the ﬁrst time

One Year IIT-JEE
Advanced course
for students moving
to Std. XII

This is also an integrated
course, focussing on IIT-JEE
syllabus, with extensive
attention paid to revision and
practice sessions

In this course, only Std. XII portion is
covered. We assume that the student
has already done preparation of Std. XI
syllabus for JEE either on his own or at
some other coaching institute

IIT-JEE Advanced
Rank Improvement
Batch
for Repeaters

Designed for those students
looking to improve their JEE
rank and get into the IIT /
stream of their choice next year

It builds on students' basic knowledge
acquired during the ﬁrst attempt, by
assessing weak areas of performance
and strengthening those areas. The
objective is to work closely and
intensively with the student to facilitate
considerable rank improvement.

JEE Main Crash
Course
Immediately after
Std. XII exams and
till JEE Main exam.
Approx. 25 days

The JEE Main Crash Course is
for those looking for guidance
and assessment in the last
round of their preparation

This course consists essentially of tests,
quick feedback and detailed doubt
solving sessions, giving students
conﬁdence to appear for the ﬁnal exam
fully prepared.

JEE Advanced
Crash Course
15th April to
20th May; approx.
35 days

Aimed at students who will be
appearing for JEE Advanced and
need assistance at the ﬁnal
stages of preparation

The focus is on speed, minimizing errors
and building the student's ability to
perform calmly even under pressure.

Why parents & students prefer IIT Kalrashukla
 Excellent Teaching

 Regular interactions with parents

 Outstanding Results

 Well-equipped classrooms

 Concise and to-the-point study material

 Air-conditioned reading hall and library

 Result-oriented Test Programs with prompt
feedback. Test Series has maximum
number of exams, more number of Mock
Tests / Prelims than any other institute.

 Facility of video lectures: In case a student
misses a day's lectures for reasons beyond
his control, he can sit through the video of the
same lecture and make up for the lost
attendance.

 Small Batches = Greater Personal Attention
 Well planned lecture schedule at the start of
the year
 Personalised doubt solving sessions
 Close monitoring of strengths and
weaknesses

 Moderate fees: Our fees are lowest among
national players.
 Having taught engineering aspirants for over
24 years, we, at Kalrashukla, understand the
needs of these students best.

 Timely corrective feedback
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The journey of success at IIT-JEE
begins with the right coaching institute.

The Building Blocks of Excellence
at competitive entrances
IIT-JEE (MAIN & ADVANCED)
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Your performance at
IIT-JEE is heavily
dependent on the coaching
institute you choose. IIT
Kalrashukla brings together
all the elements of
successful preparation for
IIT-JEE. All of these will
deliver the success you
want only when your
personal efforts and
commitment bind it all
together.
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As Mumbai's foremost coaching institute for
engineering and medical entrances, we have very
high expectations of our students. We believe we
are coaching future IITians who will go on to be
engineers, researchers and innovators.

Mentoring students to
excellence, for decades.

Conceptual
& Application
Based Teaching

te
sis

We have a very clear picture of where we want
our students to reach. And we have the systems,
the infrastructure, the ambience and most
importantly, the faculty to empower sincere, hard
working students achieve their goals.

Top ranks
at competitive
entrances.

Per

You cannot rote learn your way to IIT-JEE. You
will need to apply your mind, expand your
horizon, get out of your comfort zone, attempt as
many questions as you can on the various topics,
have your doubts cleared on a regular basis…
that is the only way to push your scores higher
and higher during IIT-JEE preparation.

ne

Accordingly, we demand that these young
students treat the next two years seriously, work
passionately towards the goals they have
outlined for themselves. Those who aim to
change the world, must ﬁrst change themselves,
prove themselves as masters of their subject.

li
cip
Dis

Preparing for IIT-JEE is not just about sitting in
class and listening to lectures or making notes;
the best learning happens when the students ask
questions, when they struggle with a problem
and ﬁnd their way to the answer. Our systems are
designed to enable students to do that.

ncy

he study of mathematics and science is equivalent to
building an architectural structure. If the foundation is
weak, the structure will collapse. In IIT-JEE preparation, the
natural curiosity of the student and the ability to co-relate
concepts across subjects are key to academic progress.

Planned
Systems &
Processes

THE KALRASHUKLA PYRAMID OF SUCCESS
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IIT-JEE

MAIN &
ADVANCED

K

About Tests

eeping in mind the difficulty level and vast syllabus at JEE
Advanced level, IIT Kalrashukla focusses on giving
students adequate time for self study. Accordingly, JEE
Advanced aspirants are enrolled into Integrated course. These
courses are designed to reduce the student's travel time.

Nature

Chapterwise, Grouped chapters and
Full portion tests in all three formats, viz.
Boards, JEE Main, JEE Advanced

No. of Tests
(for 2 year
course)

2 YEAR COURSE

1 YEAR COURSE

Regular / Integrated
For Std. X students moving to Std. XI

Regular / Integrated
For Std. XI students moving to Std. XII

JEE MAIN CRASH COURSE

JEE ADVANCED CRASH COURSE

for Std. XII Passed /
Appeared students

for JEE Main
Selected students

RANK IMPROVEMENT

FOUNDATION COURSE

30 (JEE Main pattern : 3 hours duration)
24 (Advanced pattern : 6 hours duration)
18 Prelims / Model Tests for JEE Main
9 Prelims / Model Tests for JEE Advanced
3 Prelims for Boards
20 Subjective Tests for Boards

A booklet of Test Schedule
and Test Record for the entire
duration of course is given to
students on the ﬁrst day of
course commencement.

About Fees
 Kindly collect the Fee Details sheet from the front ofﬁce at any of our centres.

(OLYMPIAD, RMO, KVPY, HBBVS, NSTSE, MTSE, NTSE)

for JEE Advanced
Appeared students

• 1year for Std. X • 1 year for Std. IX
• 2 year for Std. IX & X

 Parents are requested to note that IIT Kalrashukla does not offer arbitrary discounts. But if an
academically good and sincere student is in genuine need of ﬁnancial support, the student can apply
for a scholarship.
 A written application accompanied by appropriate ﬁnancial documents must be submitted to
the Branch Manager with student details.

Course schedule

 The decision of the management will be ﬁnal in matters of approval of the scholarship and its amount.

Lecture Timings

: 7.00 am to 1.40 pm or 2.00 pm to 8.40 pm

Duration

: 6 hrs

Weekly Schedule

: Lectures will be held on 3 days per week in Kalrashukla premises,
test on 1 day in Kalrashukla premises, practicals on 1 day per week
in the college premises. At times, students may have to go to
college twice a week.

?

Will the IIT JEE courses include coaching for Board Exams?
While most counselors at various coaching centres will answer 'Yes' to that question, the answer is not
true. You are advised to read the following carefully to help your child with the Board exam preparations.
Ideally speaking, IITJEE and Board exams require totally different training, and coaching for each is to be
done by different teams of teachers. IIT JEE syllabus itself is so vast that the IIT faculty team would not get
enough time to teach for Board syllabus as well.

We ensure that students in this course get one day per week,
completely off.

Having said that, there is deﬁnitely an overlap of syllabus for both the exams; and a good, sincere IIT JEE
student would not require to join one more coaching class for Board preparations.

Note: For preferred colleges for integrated program, please enquire at the front ofﬁce.

At Kalrashukla, we do take sufﬁcient number of lectures to guide our students for Boards, but the focus of
our IIT JEE courses is success at competitive entrances. Hence, independent preparation by the student
is necessary for best scores at the Boards. Parents are requested to make a note of the same.

Our Outstanding Results

JEE Advanced 2016 51 students qualiﬁed
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Ankit Kumar
IIT-BOMBAY

Karthik Suresh
IIT-BOMBAY

Suyash Singh
IIT-ROORKEE

Shivam Sachan
IIT-ROORKEE

Ashutosh Agarwal
IIT-DHARWAD

Vibhor Shukla
IIT-DHANBAD

Shubham Singh
IIT-DHANBAD

Saumya Choudhary
IIT-DHANBAD

Mayank Verma
IIT-DHANBAD

Ayush Shukla
IIT-BHU

Mechanical

Metallurgy

Chemical

Chemical

Electrical

Electrical

Civil

Electronics &
Communication

Civil

Bio Chemical
(Dual Degree)
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IIT-JEE 2016 (Main & Advanced)
Statistics & analysis
NO. OF STUDENTS
REGISTERED FOR JEE MAIN

MINIMUM MARKS OUT
OF 360 THAT WERE NEEDED IN JEE MAIN
TO QUALIFY FOR JEE ADVANCED
2016

2016: 12.07 Lakhs
2015: 13.03 Lakhs
2014: 12.82 Lakhs
2,00,000 top rankers qualified for Level 2 i.e.
JEE Advanced in 2016. From 2017 onwards, top
2,20,000 students will qualify to appear for JEE
Advanced. (Category Break-up will be as
follows: 1,11,100 from Open Category, and
1,08,900 from the Reserved Category

2015

Negative
Marks

Questions with a single correct option made a
come-back, after being absent in the 2015
question paper.

General

100

105

115

OBC-NCL

70

70

74

SC

52

50

53



Standard negative marking scheme: +3 -1 for
single correct options, +4 -2 for multiple correct
options and +3 0 for integer answer types.

ST

48

44

47

Students who cannot / do not want to appear for
JEE Advanced can seek admission through their
JEE Main score in one of the NITs (31), IIITs (18)
or GFTIs (18).



No negative marking for Paragraph type
questions.



Multiple correct option questions had a partial
marking scheme, with 1 mark awarded per
correct answer, all 4 marks if ONLY ALL correct
options were bubbled, and -2 if even one
incorrect option was bubbled.

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

JEE ADVANCED 2016 AT A GLANCE

Single correct
option

One or more
Correct option(s)

Single digit
integer (0-9)

Single correct
option

One or more
correct option(s)

Comprehension

8

5

6

8

4

There has been an increase in the number of
candidates who qualified in JEE Advanced
2016 : from 26,456 in 2015 to 35,566 in 2016.
Maximum
marks secured

320/372
86.02%

JEE Advanced
Cutoff for General
Category

10% in each subject
(13 marks) and 20%
in Agg. (75 marks)

ALL INDIA
Appeared
Qualified

3

4

3

3

4

3

If only the bubble
corresponding to
the correct option
is darkened

If only the bubble(s)
corresponding to all
the correct option(s)
is or are darkened

If only the bubble
corresponding to
the correct answer
is darkened

If only the bubble
corresponding to
the correct option
is darkened

if only the bubble(s)
corresponding to all
the correct option(s)
is or are darkened

If only the bubble
corresponding to
the correct answer
is darkened

1

1

For darkening a
bubble corresponding
to each correct option,
provided NO incorrect
option is darkened

For darkening a
bubble corresponding
to each correct option,
provided NO incorrect
option is darkened

0

0

0

0

0

0

If none of
the bubbles is
darkened

If none of
the bubbles is
darkened

In all other cases

If none of
the bubbles is
darkened

If none of
the bubbles
is darkened

In all other cases

-1

-2

-1

-2

In all other cases

In all other cases

In all other
cases

In all other cases

18

32

Sectional 15
Maximum
Marks

10



Paper-2 (10 sets, 0 to 9) Total 54 questions of 186 marks

Partial
Marks

Zero
Marks

Paper I & II.
Total marks: 372, Each paper: 186 marks.

Paper-1 (10 sets, 0 to 9) Total 54 questions of 186 marks

5
No. of
Questions
Full
Marks



2014

JEE ADVANCED 2016 MARKING SCHEME (Total Max. Marks = 372)

Question
Type

JEE Advanced 2016 Paper Analysis

32

15

Paper 1 Analysis:


Total marks: 186; with each subject comprising of
62 marks; Questions worth 69 marks were easy;
Questions worth 75 marks were moderate;
Questions worth 42 marks were difficult.

Paper 2 Analysis: More difficult than Paper 1


Total marks: 186; each subject carrying 62 marks.
This paper contained single correct choice
questions, multiple correct choice questions, and
passage based questions. There were 18
questions per subject.

JEE ADVANCED 2016 IMPORTANT
STATISTICS
Institutes (including ISM Dhanbad)

: 23

Seats Available

:10572

Qualified Candidates

: 36566

Courses

: 217

Seats Allowed

: 10476

Candidates asked to fill choices

: 21156

Rounds for course allocation

:3

147678

Seats vacant across the 23
institutes (Reserved Quota)

: 96

36566

Candidates Enrolled

: 10476

12
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STATISTICS
Institutes (including ISM Dhanbad)

: 23

Seats Available

:10572

Qualified Candidates

: 36566

Courses

: 217

Seats Allowed

: 10476

Candidates asked to fill choices

: 21156

Rounds for course allocation

:3

147678

Seats vacant across the 23
institutes (Reserved Quota)

: 96

36566

Candidates Enrolled

: 10476
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IIT-JEE 2017 (Main & Advanced)
Statistics & analysis

T

TEST SERIES

IMPORTANT DATES
FOR IIT-JEE ADVANCED 2017

Institute

Seat
Allocation

Opening
Rank

Closing
Rank

IIT Bombay
IIT Bhilai
IIT Bhubaneshwar
IIT (BHU) Varanasi
IIT Delhi
IIT Dharwad
IIT Gandhinagar
IIT Goa
IIT Guwahati
IIT Hyderabad
IIT Indore
IIT Jammu
IIT Jodhpur
IIT Kanpur
IIT Kharagpur
IIT Madras
IIT Mandi
IIT Palakkad
IIT Patna
IIT Roorkee
IIT Ropar
IIT Tirupati
ISM, Dhanbad

903
120
260
1090
851
120
180
90
615
240
260
90
120
827
1341
838
150
123
200
970
155
120
912

1
3146
1497
500
24
2914
493
3003
406
418
933
4743
699
113
138
62
1701
2818
1541
294
898
2524
1655

4880
8379
8482
9805
5431
8478
6869
7571
8000
6844
7732
6219
6006
7469
6312
5319
7124
8648
7891
7531
7372
8536
9530

Total Seats

JEE Advanced 2017 Events

Dates

he IIT Kalrashukla Test Series is designed to help students
strengthen their fundamentals and concepts and later their
ability to apply these concepts. The Series assesses the
students knowledge, gives them exposure to different kinds of
questions in each topic and enables them to hone their skills in
answering tricky and difficult questions.

1

JEE (Main) 2017 (Offline exam) 2/4/2017

2

Result of JEE (Main) 2017

27/04/2017

Courses offered

3

Registration for
JEE (Advanced) 2017

28/04/2017
to 02/05/2017

Test Series JEE Main

Rs. 8,000 + Service Tax

Test Series JEE Main + Advanced

Rs. 12,000 + Service Tax

4

Admit card available for
downloading

10/05/2017
to 21/05/2017

Test Series JEE Main + Advanced
+ Discussion of all papers

Rs. 20,000 + Service Tax

5

JEE (Advanced) Paper 1 & 2

21/05/2017

Includes

6

Online display of ORS &
scanned responses &
Request from candidates for
review of scanned responses

31/5/2017
to 3/6/2017

JEE Main

5 Part Tests & 10 Full Tests

JEE Advanced

10 Part Tests & 5 Full Tests

7

Online display of answer keys

4/6/2017

8

Feedback & comments on
answer keys from the
candidates

4/6/2017
to 6/6/2017

9

Online declaration of results

11/6/2017

10

Seat Allotment (Tentative)

19/6/2017
to 18/7/2017

10575

MAIN & ADVANCED 2018

T

he following tables will give parents and students a fair idea of the number of seats at
individual IITs, and important dates related to IIT-JEE 2017.

INSTITUTE-WISE SEATS &
OPEN CATEGORY RANKS 2016

IIT-JEE

For detailed Part Tests Syllabus, visit any of our centres today!

IIT Chhattisgarh located in Raipur, known as IITC, and IIT Goa located in Ponda are the 2 new IITs
coming up in the academic year 2017 - 18.
Seat break-up

12

 5187 seats in General Category

 150 for General Physical Disability

 2763 in Other Backward Classes (non-creamy layer)

 86 for OBC Physical Disability

 1537 for Scheduled Castes

 48 for SC Physical Disability

 773 for Scheduled Tribes

 31 for ST Physical Disability
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General information

S

tructure and discipline are key to accomplishment in any
endeavour you may undertake. At IIT Kalrashukla, these
are our cornerstones of excellence. Our rules & regulations have
been outlined in the following pages for your quick reference.

Mode of payment

Disclaimer clause for all courses

Fees can be paid by local cheque in favour of



Disclaimer Clause is NOT applicable if we

where there seems to be a lack of commit-

receive the ‘request’ later than fourteen

ment. Regular updates on each student’s

days from the start of the course.

attendance and test performance are

For students who fail in Std. XI
A student detained in Std. XI can opt out of

intimated through telephone, SMSes or
e-mail.

further coaching by presenting a certified

Attendance

copy of his Std. XI mark-sheet within 14 days

Attendance is a must for all lectures and

of the declaration of results, whereby 35% of

tests. Absenteeism is severely discouraged

the fees paid would be refunded by cheque,

and will be allowed only during an emer-

Normally, in any institute the fee once paid

less the total Service Tax already paid. This

gency. Parents are requested to ensure the

‘Kalrashukla Classes Pvt. Ltd.’ Preferred

is neither refundable nor adjustable under

refund policy is in place as the course for

regularity and punctuality of their wards for

mode of payment for fees is by Cheque /

any circumstances. So, when a student

Std. XII at our institute commences while the

the lectures and tests.

Pay Order / Bank Transfer.

joins a course, inspite of the fact that he

students are still in Std. XI. By the time the

may not be satisfied with the services

Std. XI college results are declared, over 50%

provided, he has to continue there because

of the Std. XII syllabus is completed.

Note :
1. All PDCs - in case of the installment

fees will not be refunded.

option should be given at the time of

Student responsiveness
Commensurate with our sincere efforts to
provide the best guidance, we expect our

Periodical tests & mock tests

students to be equally responsible by

We are supremely confident of the quality

Regular Tests form a major feature of the

working hard throughout the course period.

2. In such cases, the admission form will

of our teaching and services rendered to

coaching program and are scheduled right

These courses at our institute are not for

NOT be accepted without the PDCs.

the students. However, in order to be fair to

through the course. This includes Daily

those who just enrol and expect miracles to

3. Parents would be given an acknow-

the student community, we have a

Practice Problems (DPP) as an added feature

happen.

ledgment slip with the details of the PDCs

'Disclaimer Clause' whereby a student has

to ensure daily revision of syllabus. Tests are

submitted.

the option of disclaiming his admission

held chapter-wise, combination chapters as

4. In case of any cheque being dishonoured,

within a fortnight of the start of the course.

well as full syllabus wise in each subject. Test

a penalty as applicable by the bank will be

No questions will be asked. Full fees,

papers are machine graded to ensure

levied for every default.

minus the total Service Tax, will be

accuracy and comparative rankings.

5. Any change in service tax (currently

refunded on receipt of a written request

@15%) by the government will be applicable.

signed by the student's parent or guardian.

admission.



attention to the individual needs and

offered to anyone, irrespective of personal

ures on at least the first day of the course

shortcomings of each student.

relationships and / or financial conditions.

or first day after joining the course accorcourse.

There is absolutely no refund of fees under

Study material
Authentic, comprehensive yet concise, the
study material comes in form of profess-

Students can disclaim admission only in

ionally printed books/booklets. These obviate

plans, change of residences, transfers,

Std XI itself, after which their admission

the need to purchase or refer to other books.

change of school, change of stream, etc.)

would stand cancelled. The Disclaimer

any circumstances (including change of



Clause is applicable only once: at the very
first instance of joining the Institute. The

solely at the cost and risk of the student's
would be refunded.

each faculty member ensures personal

Refund Of Fees

disqualify students from further attendance,

Professionally qualified and experienced,

student should have attended all the lect-

ding to the timetable of his/her batch or

with institution’s rules and regulations would

own future. In such cases, no part of the fees

Fees are fixed and no arbitrary discounts are

Rebate On Fees

Disorderly conduct and/or non-compliance

Faculty

To take advantage of Disclaimer Clause, a



Discipline

Parent-student Counselling
Efforts are made to involve both parents and
their children, on a one-to-one basis, in cases
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MORE AND MORE SELECTIONS, YEAR ON YEAR!
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HEAD OFFICE :
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